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We are not makers
of history
The Templer Journey
The Fabric of Society wallhanging
depicts 150 years of Templer history
in three panels; the challenges and
achievements of a religious journey
that began in Kirschenhardthof,
Germany, and ended in Australia.
Templers today are the living history
of this journey: the triumph and
heartbreak, the memories and
traditions, the beliefs and values all etched into the Templer DNA.
Following are the reports from our
Regional Councils and our Focus
and Interest Groups. We hope you
enjoy reading them and that you
hear the echoes of our past in the
work our community does today.
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We are made by
history

Martin Luther King, Jr.
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COMMUNICATION
& PROMOTION
We sailed a steady course this year, providing ideas, collateral and strategies
for the many groups of the Temple Society Australia (TSA), as well as continuing
the legacy of previous years’ work.
We launched the Hub in September 2015 and had 122 sign-ups. The original
concept has evolved to a simpler structure and the aim now is to provide
richer community and historical content that isn’t found elsewhere. Service
recordings are being uploaded to the Hub and an archive of services will be
available to all users.
Mark Herrmann, Renate Weber and I had the good fortune to attend a forum
run by the Ethnic Communities’ Council of Victoria, Building Capacity:
Communications & Media for Multicultural Community Organisations. This was
a good opportunity to learn how larger organisations such as the Brotherhood
of St Laurence are tackling the challenges of get their message out in today’s
world.
We created new marketing material for a promotion of the TSA at Knox
Shopping Centre and this was a great way to stretch some marketing muscle
and think about how we can raise awareness of our organisation in the wider
community.
Focus Group members Renate Beilharz, Marcus Weber (leader), Paul Blaich
and Kirsten Lubitz do a wonderful job and are always loyal to the history,
culture and beliefs of the TSA. And, then there is Peter Hornung: a superlative
proofreader and, most importantly, a quick one!

Angela Woodburn
Communication & Promotion Support Worker
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ELDERS
The year has again been a busy one for the Elders. Our 18 volunteer Elders give
much time and effort to conduct the regular services held in the various venues
around Australia, providing spiritual and moral guidance, as they interpret
Biblical texts and share their thoughts. In total, around forty have been held –
in the Bayswater Chapel, at Bentleigh, in Adelaide, at Phillip Island, Maldon,
Meadowbank and we continue to have some services conducted at the
TTHA, although the need for them to be in German is gradually declining. The
“special” services such as the Youth-focused, Hymnal and Family Services,
where we celebrated Christoph Hoffmann’s 200th birthday, continue to be
well attended. Agape also fits into this category.
As Elders, we have meetings to discuss issues and share ideas and organised
two themed discussion forums for the community.
Our Elders have officiated at 14 funerals and, whilst they can be sad occasions,
the family and community have honoured and celebrated the life of the person
who has died.
Three children were presented in the last year, one each in Bayswater, Sydney
and Bentleigh. They are joyful occasions, and we appreciate our young families
sharing their joy with the community.
We were also privileged to be asked to perform one marriage using the Templer
Order of Service. Sadly, however, Sunday School no longer is provided at
services due to the lack of children present. We will continue to try to introduce
occasions when children are specially provided for as part of a service.
Most Elders have introduced technology into their services, be it for music or
to share images which emphasise the point being made. We trialled shared
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services this year, with two Elders involved together. We are even getting good
at showing relevant YouTube clips! We are now recording our services and
they appear as a podcast on The Hub.
An Elder also contributes a monthly Reflection to Templer Talk, while teams
of editors have written and compiled diverse, thought-provoking issues of
Templer Reflections under the themes of Conscience, Faith & Culture, Turning
Points and Positivity. We hope the community found them stimulating, as
they require an enormous amount of time and effort for the Elders’ team. I
must thank Peter Hornung for his advice, translation and editing skills. Angela
Woodburn also deserves high praise, as she brings all our publications to
fruition and makes us look good in print.
I have doubts about our on-line service provision of publications, as so many
members don’t seem to be opening Templer Talk, which means booking times
are overlooked and event details are not known. Please contact the Office
if you would prefer to receive a paper version. This is also a good time to
mention and thank the behind-the-scenes workers. The Office does all the
regular print runs in-house, with Erika English or Peter Imberger coming each
month to fold, label and take them to the Post Office to be posted.
Mark Herrmann has written about it in his report, but we enjoyed hearing of
the time he and Marianne spent with our sister community in Germany. It is
always good to share ideas and have face-to-face conversations, although we
do keep in touch electronically and through the Warte.
Our two themed discussions were “What is my commitment to the TSA? How
to participate and feel good about it”, led by Dr Irene Bouzo, the other chaired
by Herta Uhlherr with guest speakers on the challenging topic of “End of life
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issues”. A family/community sharing day at Dixons Creek in the Yarra Valley
was also enjoyed by a small group.
We are willing to try new ideas… some work more successfully than others, but
if we don’t try, we could die wondering! Our newest Elder, Jessica Blackwell,
has found her feet and her voice and it is wonderful to have some young
blood in the team. If you are interested in becoming involved, please let Mark
or me know. We are always looking for volunteers to read out the text, share
an opinion or to assist musically. We are blessed with musicians who willingly
play for every service. Like the Elders, they are rostered on and add much
joy and beauty with their playing. As always, we are grateful to our Choir, the
Brass and Recorder Ensembles and individuals who generously share their
musical talents with us.
We are also grateful to the support teams which assist at every service. They
help with set-up and clean-up, tea and coffee and flowers to decorate the
venue.
Our facilities are always clean, and it is a joy to know that our spaces are so
well cared for by the cleaners and maintenance crew.
We are blessed by having members willing to pitch in when asked. We thank
Mark for his guidance and support, both as the TS President and the TSA
Regional Head, and I hope we all may continue to participate in religious and
other events in the year to come.

Renate Weber
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GERMAN LANGUAGE
SCHOOL
Since the start of the 2016 school year, we have been fully accredited and
operating as the ‘German Language School – Temple Society Australia’, with
two campuses – Bayswater and Bentleigh.

Enrolments
In Bayswater, we currently have 19 students enrolled in two classes: one quite
mixed class (Year levels 4 to 9) on Monday and our Primary class (Year levels
1 to 4) on Tuesday. Student numbers are very similar to 2015.
At our Bentleigh campus, we finished last year with 58 students in seven
classes. Currently, 47 students are attending six classes: three on Monday
(Muttersprachler or background language learners) and three on Wednesday
(DaF or second language learners).
Our numbers in Year levels 1 to 4 seem to be developing particularly well at
both campuses.

Staffing
By the end of 2015, three teachers had returned to Germany or Austria
rather unexpectedly: Liane-Jane Klein, Daniel Handler and Monika Hendrix.
For personal reasons, Maria Hohlweg decided not to continue to teach on
a weekly basis, but has remained as an emergency teacher. In addition, in
Bayswater there were concerns that older or more advanced students were
not sufficiently being catered for. We were very lucky to find two new excellent
teachers, starting in February 2016: Josef Berger (in Bayswater) and Christina
Brunner (in Bentleigh). However, our luck was somewhat limited in the end.
Josef found a full-time position as a German teacher for the Australian Defence
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GERMAN LANGUAGE
SCHOOL
Force in Laverton, which unfortunately made it impossible for him to continue
teaching in Bayswater. Christina held a Working Holiday Visa, and one of the
conditions is that visa holders can only work for up to six months for the same
employer.
We were therefore forced to again find new teachers within a very short
timeframe to ensure a smooth start in Term 3/2016. We decided to advertise
on the commercial website ‘Deutsche in Melbourne’ (Germans in Melbourne).
They offered a special discount for our school and published two articles and
one job advertisement. Subsequently we quickly received a number of enquiries
and interviewed six applicants. I am confident that we have employed two
very suitable teachers: Bernhard Henger (replacing Josef in Bayswater) and
Monika Christof (replacing Christina in Bentleigh).
Stephanie Iwanowicz has continued teaching only Years 1 to 4 in Bayswater
and, in Bentleigh, Josefine Hennel, Katrin Schneider and Sigrid Schweiger
are still members of the team. Stefan Mummert taught one of the Wednesday
classes in Bentleigh last year. This year he is focusing on his role as principal,
regularly visits both campuses, takes care of special events such as Easter
activities, the poetry competition and the Winter Concert, and replaces
teachers from time to time.
Dot Ware continues to coordinate our reading program for students in Bentleigh,
with parents assisting on Monday and Wednesday. Erika English takes care of
the reading program in Bayswater on Tuesday. Mr Louis has been helping out
on Monday. We have taken the first steps to better integrate this program into
our overall curriculum and to encourage closer collaboration between reading
tutors and teachers.
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GERMAN LANGUAGE
SCHOOL
Through her business ‘Language Matters’, Sigrid Schweiger continues to offer
VCE tutorial courses for students doing German in Years 11 and 12, as well as
German language classes for adults, in Bentleigh on Tuesday evenings.

Professional development and curriculum
Usually three times per school term, all teachers from both campuses meet in
Bentleigh on a Wednesday night. In Term 2/2016, Andrew Ferguson tailored
two special workshops on the new Victorian Curriculum to the needs of our
teachers. Teachers familiarised themselves with the structure and principles
of the Victorian Curriculum. We evaluated our classes and school teaching
practices against the Victorian Curriculum and discussed the writing of unit
plans. While all teachers fully participated with great effort, the range of
capabilities and expertise among our teachers became apparent.
Generally, I feel that our teachers are developing a sense of being one united
school. We are sharing resources, information and important documents such
as curriculum plans on Google Drive. However, the degree to which teachers
contribute and make use of this facility varies a lot. It is my aim to encourage
much greater collaboration between teachers across campuses and classes.
Our teachers and Stefan Mummert have been regularly attending all important
conferences, such as those run by the AGTV, MLTAV and ESAV/CLA. In
addition, teachers have participated in a variety of workshops offered by the
organisations above and also the Goethe Institute.
Two of our teachers, Josefine Hennel and Sigrid Schweiger, have completed
the Certificate IV Community Languages Teaching Course introduced by the
Ethnic Schools Association in cooperation with Monash University.
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Stefan Mummert regularly attends the ‘German Forum’, a meeting of all German
teaching institutions in Melbourne, together with representatives from DET
and the German Embassy. He also regularly attends the newly established
Networking Dinner for Leaders in Languages, organised by the MLTAV.
Special events and activities
• On Sunday 30 August 2015 we held our Winter Concert. The theme was
Musikantenstadl (Music Barn).
•

Adventsfeier celebrations in Bayswater and Bentleigh to conclude the 2015
school year.

• For the third year, our school has taken up the offer from the Goethe Institute
Melbourne, together with the German Embassy in Canberra, of awarding
German Language Merit Awards. The school selected one student from
each class to receive this award. This was not necessarily the best student
in the class, but one who had shown particular interest in learning and
improving their German. Certificates together with a book were presented
to these students at our Adventsfeiern.
• At the end of Term 1/2016 we held parent-teacher interviews.
• Easter celebrations in Term 1/2016 involved making baskets, cards or other
colouring activities, colouring eggs in the German tradition, Easter egg hunt
and games such as Eier-Lauf.
• AGTV Poetry Competition: This year, for the first time, our school held
its own Regional Poetry Competition together with the Victorian School
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of Languages (VSL) in Term 2/2016. Maria Hohlweg and Stefan Mummert
served as judges in three sittings in Bayswater and Bentleigh. Eight students
are now attending the State Final on 20 August 2016.
• SBS Language Competition: Half of all students from our school participated
in this competition. They expressed in a drawing what learning German
meant to them (age group 4 to 7), in 30 words (age group 8 to 12) or in up
to 300 words (age group 13 to 18). We will exhibit all entries at our Winter
Concert.
• Goethe Institute School Film Competition: The Bentleigh Wednesday Senior
Class (teacher Sigrid Schweiger) has created a short film for the School
Film Competition. This year’s theme was “When I grow up”.
• Winter Concert: Our annual main school event and mid-year celebration
takes place in Bentleigh on Sunday, 28 August 2016. This year’s theme is
Wiener Winterzauber (Viennese Winter Magic).
Our German swap table continues to operate in the foyer of the Bentleigh Hall.
Families are encouraged to leave magazines, DVDs and games for others to
take to encourage students to read and interact more in German.
Our funding sources (apart from student fees) have been:
For 2016 we have received $12,751.20 from the DET per capita grant for 63
students enrolled in Term 1. We have also applied for professional development
(“capacity building”) and festival grants.
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Child Safety
By 1 January 2017, all community language schools must have implemented
new strict and comprehensive Child Safe standards. TSA and the German
Language School should collaborate on this matter.

Stefan Mummert
Principal
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HERITAGE & CULTURE
Doris Frank, Edith Riordan and Dot Ware are the Focus Group members and
Renate Weber remains as a co-opted member. Other volunteers continue to
help out on various projects as needed.
We continue to deal with heritage queries both local and international. As an
example, just recently in one week, we were communicating with people in
Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide in Australia; Stuttgart and Berlin in Germany;
Utah in the USA and Israel. We continue to write up family stories. Much work
has been done in training the team to process and catalogue the donations
to the Archives. Barbara, a paid archivist, is working with us to process and
update new records and donations to the Archives in Melbourne. We thank
Renate in particular for driving this project.
Close collaboration is maintained and resources are shared with the TGD. I
appreciated being able to spend a day in the Archives at Degerloch with Peter
Lange during a visit to Germany earlier this year.
A current focus has been working on preparing material for the 75th Celebration.
Material has been researched, documents and many photos have been
collected and interviews completed. In collecting photos for this occasion, a
need to have all the Confirmation photos collated and named was identified.
Much of this work has been completed.
Heritage articles continue to be written for Templer Reflections.
The German Schools (Bayswater and Bentleigh) were amalgamated and the
new entity is now separate from the Focus Group.
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Another Musical Moments classical music concert was held in October 2015
and one is scheduled for early October this year.
We appreciate any assistance of other volunteers in translating and deciphering
German documents, digitising documents and in cataloguing resources into
the AskSam database. Anyone else interested in joining us, for whatever time
they have available or just for specific projects, is very welcome.
I was delighted to be able to take part in the Temple Society’s Israel trip in
April this year. This was a wonderful opportunity to learn about our Templer
forebears and their life in Palestine. I thank the TSA for sponsoring my trip.

Doris Frank
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PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
The key achievements for the year were:

Chapel
The remediation works from last year have been kept under constant monitoring

and at this point in time appear to have been successfully concluded. One
remaining item, planned to be undertaken this year, is a drain across the hill in

front of the Chapel to divert rainwater away from the building. Installation of
a shade blind at the dais end and ceiling fans are also on the agenda for this
year.

Bayswater
Following on from the tree works completed last year, the site has been tidied
and the mulch piles dispersed. It has been decided and budget approved

to have the pine trees along the northern and western boundaries removed.
In association with this, the chain wire fencing is to be removed from both
Victoria Rd and Elizabeth St.

The Bayswater Tennis Club was disbanded during the year, with the facilities

and remaining funds being handed back to the TSA. The funds are being used

to complete outstanding maintenance and the facility has been rented by the
Tongan Tennis Association – though Club life members, and TSA members
generally, still have right of access for social tennis.

Gutter ramps were installed between the Hall and TTHA to assist people who
use walkers.
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PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
The Hall Wi-Fi was extended to cover the Chapel and surrounds.
Safe roof access ladder and harnessing points were completed for both the
Hall and the Chapel.

Bentleigh
The Hall curtains have been replaced and general maintenance kept up,
especially with the assistance of working bees.

Sydney
A significant project was undertaken to install a disability access ramp and
verandah to the rear doors. Council requirements in association with this
demanded a car parking pad, construction that did not interfere with tree roots
and a water tank!
Budget has been sought and approved to update the toilets, in particular to
make one of them disability-friendly. Roof safety requirements have also been
approved and installed under the 2016/2017 budget.

Vehicles
Our bus activities successfully passed the annual accreditation process and
Rosa passed the annual roadworthy inspection.
A 7-seat VW Multivan was purchased for Bentleigh to be the main means of
staff travel to Bayswater, to have an option of being able to transport Bentleigh
members to Bayswater events and for supplementary use on camps, etc.
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PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
Peter Ware and Tony Beilharz are due to retire from the Focus Group this time,
but both have agreed to nominate for another term. Thanks to them and to all
the volunteers who assist with staying on top of the maintenance requirements
of our properties.

John Maddock
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REGIONAL COUNCIL
This Regional Council (RC) report strives to highlight the more important
aspects of the Temple Society Australia (TSA) during the course of the
2015/2016 financial year. All dates refer to this 12-month period, unless
otherwise stated. Members are asked to familiarise themselves with the report
(and all associated documents) so that it may be taken as read at the 2016
Annual General Meeting on Sunday 18th September.
Apart from the formulation of specific targets under our strategic plan, RC
members have been very busy focusing on the Tabulam & Templer Homes
for the Aged (TTHA) land issue at Bayswater. A sub-committee was formed,
meeting many times to digest and discuss the options presented and the
associated professional opinions obtained; all with a view to trying to reach
agreement on the best outcome for the TSA that would also better secure the
future of TTHA.
It has been a complex process and consensus has not been easily reached,
but we now believe that an $11m sale is fair and reasonable to both parties
and can be brokered. The sale of the land will provide a greater level of
independence to the TTHA in its operations, particularly given looming aged
care industry deregulations and its building development plans.
TTHA is a large business – a far cry from the humble, but successful community
beginnings of the Templer Home for the Aged (Altersheim) over four decades
ago – and, over the coming 5-10 years, we seriously need to consider for
how much longer we can and are prepared to be involved in aged care. Key
considerations are the needs of our elderly and the ability to continue to secure
capable Board members. What does the TSA want, need and see for its stake
in TTHA into the future?
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The TSA strategic plan covers nine main areas, with a number of targets having
already been or well on the way to being achieved.

Membership and participation
Information about the TSA – from religious, historical and community
perspectives – is now available at TTHA for all incoming residents and their
families.
A change in tradition took place at Sommerfest in March, with the lunch
catered for by TTHA in order to reduce our volunteer workload. This and
Sonnwendfeier in June were successful and popular events organised by the
Social & Recreation Focus Group (FG).
I finally completed a photobook of 1970s confirmation trips led by Helmut and
Ilse Beilharz, and was able to make it available to Ilse on the occasion of the
reunion evening in April.
Kaleidoscope is a new initiative, an opportunity for our youth to regularly
come together in a safe and welcoming environment. Specific invitations were
extended to children to attend November’s Family Service and Community
Picnic. In a similar vein, we are all encouraged to invite our friends to community
events/forums.
The TSA registered a net decline of 12 in membership numbers, with:
• 5 new Members: Ingrid Beck, Russell and Irene de la Lande, Ana Palomares
Martinez, Suzy Ware
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• 1 resignation: Heinz Weller (returning to Germany to live permanently)
• No lapsed memberships
• 4 births notified through Templer Talk: Ella Kemper, Archie Nicholson, James
Randall, Phillip Ware
• 16 Member deaths: Georg Bauer, Rosemarie Beilharz, Waldemar Beilharz,
Gerhard Breisch, Erna Carson, Erhard Gohl, Gisela Haar, Ilse Heinrich,
Bruno Herrmann, Anna Kuebler, Günter Kuerschner, Roland Leschinski,
Herta Megele, Walter Noller, Magda Persztik, Erna Weller; also 7 friends/
associates died: James Anderson, Kurt Beilharz, Heinz Hoersch, Heinrich
Scheerle, Margit Schmidt, Heinz Steller, Daniel Witham
As at 30/06/2016, the number of full Members of the TSA was 482.
Our age average and proportions within certain age brackets have remained
largely unchanged, despite everyone getting a year older. However, we have
lost almost 25% of our membership number over the past twenty years (1997
– 640 Members).
There were two deaths notified by the TGD – Heide-Roswitha Seidlitz, Ruth
Täuber – while Wolfgang Rehmert joined. The TGD membership therefore
stood at 125 (the number from last year contained a counting error).
Between the regions we operate on a membership ratio of 1:4 for shared costs
(like those associated with the TS President and the cemeteries in Israel).
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Religious guidance and faith development
There is ongoing concern about what can be done about the lack of participation
in our Sunday School program. Elders will again look to begin services with a
section for children, and they can then be occupied with activities within the
community. Similarly, participant numbers at youth activities have severely
declined.
Work has continued on fashioning the role (focusing on outreach, pastoral care
and community building) for a Community Faith Facilitator in Sydney. We are
now ready to advertise this position among progressive Christian networks.

Wider community profile
CHAMPION, our food relief, referral and assistance service, continues to meet
a vital need in the wider community. Jacinta Aulsebrook was appointed as
a support worker in July. CHAMPION was nominated a finalist in the Aston
Community Awards in October.
At the Knox Inter-faith Network AGM in April, I was elected President in addition
to continuing my role as Treasurer. The Network’s major challenge is to lift its
profile and thus look to increase its membership.

Welfare
Eva Simo was appointed as the new TTHA CEO in July. The first biennial
Strategic Relationship Agreement (SRA) review with the AGWS was undertaken
in October. It is hoped to be able to occasionally include an aspect of Templer
aged care history as part of future staff induction at TTHA.
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The Home conducted a critical strategic planning weekend in April. Apart
from key management personnel and Board members, I was also invited
to contribute. Apart from exploring possible future synergies with TTHA,
consideration of a younger persons’ disability care model has also been
mentioned.

Financial sustainability
An imbalance between our income generation capability and expenditure
obligations continues. Last year’s remarkable bequest from the estate of
Hartmann Trefz masked the usual operational deficit. This also explains the
significance of securing a return on the aged care land at Bayswater.

Governance and organisation
A Code of Ethics was adapted for application to RC. Irene Bouzo resigned as a
Member Delegate in September, replaced by Bernhard Hoefer for the balance
of Irene’s term. Irene served RC with distinction for eight years, bringing a high
level of critical analysis and community knowledge to the role.
Decisions taken at September’s AGM included honorarium payments to RC
members, TSAL and TTHA Board representatives, as well as setting a $10 per
member base annual contribution rate.
December’s triennial Structure Review Meeting was conducted by RC and
involved FG leaders, allowing a review of our Focus and Interest Group (IG)
organisation. It was agreed to disconnect German School (now with Stefan
Mummert as Principal under a single administration with two campuses)
from the Heritage & Culture FG, listing it as a separate entity; the Sydney
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Community FG doesn’t have a sufficient volunteer base to adequately support
the community or religious activities anymore; a CHAMPION IG is connected
to the Welfare FG; Social & Recreation is our most under-resourced FG, being
without direct employee support, and it has been suggested we consider
employing someone as an event facilitator.
All employees are now scheduled for annual performance appraisals.

Communication and promotion
Initiatives such as a children’s activity at the Knox City Shopping Centre
community space in August, creation of The Hub (member section of the
website), assistance at TTHA’s Weihnachtsmarkt (Christmas market), both in
November, and a radio interview with Philip Adams at the ABC Southbank studio
in March were examples of enhancing our communication and broadening our
reach with information about the programs and activities we offer.
It has been asked whether we need to look at better marketing ourselves,
finding out how other progressive Christian groups attract and keep new
members.

Heritage and culture
Herta Uhlherr, Dieter and Helmut Glenk all presented as part of Memories of
my Luggage at TTHA in July. A massive effort has been put in over the year
by the Heritage & Culture FG (with the support of a consultant) to sort and file
accumulated Archive material. A museum or display space to show off TSA
treasures is to be considered.
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Doris Frank, as FG leader, was part of the Australian contingent on the TGD
Israel trip in April. The mechanics behind planning such a tour from here are
to be further considered.
November’s Volkstrauertag commemoration was held at the newly heritagelisted German War Cemetery at Tatura. A return to Tatura is anticipated for this
year’s event.

Our relationship with the TGD (Tempelgesellschaft in Deutschland)
It was suggested to regularly include items of community news from the TGD
in Templer Talk. Frequent office-to-office contact is maintained, covering
administrative requirements as well as providing insight of the respective
region’s community life.
Marianne and I again travelled to Germany and the TGD in May/June, 2½
years after our last visit and my first as TS President. It was important to attend
Gebietsleitung (Regional Council) and Ӓltesten (Elders) forums, engaging in
discussion of items of mutual interest. We were also able to participate in
the religious seminar weekend auf dem Schönblick, the Familienfreizeit (family
free time) at Überlingen am Bodensee and two services at the Gemeindehaus
(community centre) at Degerloch, enjoying a variety of aspects within the
community.
We hope to refocus on the benefits of the Australian-German Templer Exchange.
There is much in the TSA that happens behind the scenes and is largely unseen.
Each FG has its areas of responsibility and strives to meet its objectives using
the resources available, whether through the volunteer FG members or direct
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employee support. Angela Woodburn (Communication & Promotion), Tony
Beilharz/Moni Imberger/Jacob Withey (Property Management), Jan Johnson
(Sydney Community), Martina Eaton (Welfare) and Susi Richter/Sharon Nied
(Youth) all serve their respective FGs and the TSA with distinction. Please read
their individual reports to gain a better appreciation of the things that take
place for the benefit of everyone.
In expressing thanks and appreciation, it would be remiss of me not to include
the volunteer RC members – Member Delegates Bernhard Hoefer, Lisa Lark
and Winfried Beilharz, Renate Weber (Elders) and Wolfgang Frank (TSAL) – as
well as the team of Elders, TSAL Directors and TTHA Board representatives.
Last month, the TSA recognised and commemorated the special anniversary
of our arrival in Australia (August 1941). The ability to start again in a new,
foreign land, to build on early foundations and, ultimately, to prosper is certainly
worthy of celebration. In assessing our current status, we can reflect with pride
on 75 years of achievement in setting the course for our future.
I thank all those who play an active part.

Mark Herrmann
Regional Head
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At this year’s Sommerfest we asked for assistance with catering from TTHA,
due to a lack of volunteers and a shortfall in numbers on our committee. Still,
we all had lots of fun and laughter. Sonnwendfeier had lanterns, flames and
Glühwein. Attendance was outstanding and all had a great evening. The other
main event was the High Tea on Mother’s Day. This was also very well attended
and, sadly, I missed out on an awesome array of delicious food. Well done to
all who helped out on that day.
Extra reports are included from the Choir and Recorder Ensemble, Ladies’
Group and the Bowling Club. These, together with the Brass Ensemble,
Bushwalking and the Handcraft Group, fall under our watch as stand-alone
Interest Groups. This is a great help for our small committee, since it leaves us
free to organise the major functions. All in all we have had a great year, thanks
to our small band of volunteers.
We have several vacancies within the Focus Group and would welcome a few
new faces. If you can spare some time to help organise functions and come
up with some new ideas, please contact Mieka Decker or me.

											Heinz Wagner
Bayswater Bowling Club
The Bayswater KegelKlub had another fruitful year, with many groups bowling
regularly on weeknights. Participation and activity are high, which is a good
sign for the club.
The annual dinner was held, as usual, at the Austrian Club in March. Many
members attended, where some good Austrian food was consumed with
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dancing thereafter. Connection with the Austrian Club, with its similar values
and purpose, is highly regarded.
Maintenance and administration were conducted by many volunteers and we
thank them for their service to the club.
Recently at our AGM, as an Interest Group of the TSA, it was voted that
the reserve funds be transferred to the TSAL to accrue better interest and
liquidity. These funds are held in reserve exclusively for the club’s operation.
The automatic machines require funds to be maintained by skilled persons; if
not able to be repaired, new equipment will need to be acquired.
We always welcome new, particularly younger members; lots of fun can be
had, it’s a cheap night of entertainment and out of the cold.
The club is coming up to its 60th birthday, its foundation only 17 years after
Templers arrived in Australia. The committee remains committed to fulfilling
the purpose of the founders as follows:

Purpose: The club was formed primarily to foster the Community’s spirit and
assist in the overall future development of the Community.

A secondary purpose was to provide a facility where Community members and
their friends could enjoy each other’s fellowship and engage in the recreational
pastime of bowling (kegeln).
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Templer Choir and Templer Recorder Ensemble
It has been a very busy year for the Templer Choir. We performed at traditional
services, such as the Bentleigh and Bayswater Presentations and Sommerfest,
but also invited ourselves to a number of other services throughout the year.
Also at the Bentleigh Adventsfeier, which allowed us to perform the songs we
had been working on in rehearsal.
Krista Imberger joined us as an alternate conductor and accompanist. We have
all enjoyed the benefits of her talents and her creative input. Our performances
have also utilised some of the other talented instrumentalists we have in the
TSA – Monika Herrmann on piano, Sonia Glenk on cello and Nikki Imberger on
flute. All this adds greatly to our performances, which is appreciated by both
the choir members and the audience.
For the upcoming year, we really would love to recruit some basses and
sopranos. Our tenor and alto sections are very healthy at the moment, but
we ideally need some younger singers to fill out the other two sections. If you
have ever considered giving singing a go, now is the time, as we are intending
to perform at the 2017 Sängerfest, a choir festival for German language choirs
that is held every three years.
The recorder ensemble has also invited itself to a number of services to give
us a chance to perform. We started out with our primary school skill level on
recorder, but are slowly but surely improving and have been able to tackle
more advanced arrangements as a result. We also enjoy the social aspect
of getting together on a regular basis and the laughter that ensues when we
get things totally wrong during rehearsals. There is something special about
playing an instrument with other people, and the recorder, a much maligned
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instrument, is one of the simplest ways to be able to do so. New members are
very welcome to join and we have spare recorders if you don’t have one of
your own.							

										

Monika Strasser

Frauenverein Bentleigh
The Frauenverein meets in the Bentleigh Hall for lunch on the second Tuesday
of every month except January. In August last year, Helga Anderson stepped
down as Leader and handed the reins to Dot Ware, to be assisted by Gisela
Schmidt and Edith Riordan. We wish Dot well in her new role. We would also
like to take the opportunity to thank Helga for all the effort she has put in over
the years leading the Frauenverein and ensuring its smooth running.
We are a small friendship group that offers fellowship and a wide variety of
entertainment, including guest speakers and armchair travel, to mention a few.
The highlight of our year is the Mother’s Day luncheon, to which daughters
or a proxy are invited. There is also an outing to a destination of our choice,
both made possible from a grant by the Victorian Multicultural Commission.
We thank Martina sincerely for her work applying for this grant on our behalf.
We are indebted to Martina, who drives the bus from Bayswater every month,
enabling our members to come. We thank Mark and John and our volunteers
who set up the Hall to make it so inviting for our meetings. New members are
always most welcome.

						 Helga Anderson on behalf of Dot Ware
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Community Support
Our Support Worker, Jan Johnson, has continued to support the Sydney
Community and maintain connections and engagement with members and
associates of all ages. This work has included home, hospital and aged care
facility visits to senior members, the introduction of regular Templer evening
social events plus working with volunteers, organising and participating in
community events.
Jan has been operating in conjunction with the Focus Group, receiving
professional direction and support from Martina Eaton, the TSA Community
Care Support Group (CCSG) and an external Professional Supervisor. She
has participated in relevant training and professional development sessions to
gain direction in her work and keep up to date with changes to policies in the
community sector. She has regular Skype meetings with the CCSG and with
Martina, as well as an exchange visit. There was consultation and collaboration
with our Sydney Elder, Ingrid Turner, working together to organise funerals
when necessary, services and community events.

Services and Ceremonies
Ten religious services were held at Meadowbank with Ingrid conducting three.
We are very grateful to the Melbourne Elders who came to hold services, as
we could not function without their generous support. We would again like to
acknowledge the Leszinsky and Beck families, who often accommodate our
interstate guests – your hospitality is greatly appreciated!
Our Advent, Christmas and Easter services were well attended. Several
memorial services were held to commemorate the lives of departed members.
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Functions and Social events
Grandparents’ Day has now morphed into a family picnic day, with 45 people
attending in May for a family-themed service, communal lunch and pretzelmaking.
Other events, aimed at involving intergenerational Templers, included the
Christmas party and visit to ABC studios, a Hawkesbury River cruise and the
Lieder concert and singalong held in July. This afternoon concert was once
again a great success, providing links to our German heritage and the local
community.
The Seniors’ Group continues to meet monthly; the social gatherings are very
valuable to these community members. A bi-monthly ‘Night Out’ in various
locations is also held to connect with members and associates who cannot
attend other functions due to work/family commitments.
Seven ladies will attend the Women’s Retreat in August 2016 and one Sydney
member travelled down to the Men's Advance at Mt Buller in April; both these
events are an ideal way to maintain social connections between Melbourne
and Sydney Templers and friends. Jan organised a ladies’ pamper day.
Family camps offer a great way to bond and have time out from busy lives.
Numerous weekend camping trips were organised by John and Jane Barnard.
These were very peaceful events in beautiful surroundings.

Property Management
Our property and maintenance budget is administered centrally by the
Property Management Focus Group (PMFG) in Melbourne. This includes
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utilities, cleaning, lawn mowing/gardening, safety inspections and any repairs.
Peter Leszinsky and Rolf Beck coordinated quotes and contractors and
supervised maintenance work for us. We thank them both for their dedication
and time. Cleaning of the church by Jacob Withey is continuing. We would
like to acknowledge the ongoing support of the PMFG in helping to keep our
100-year-old Meadowbank facility in good shape!
Within the past year the construction of an access ramp was completed, and
the coming year will see the toilets upgraded to allow wheelchair and pram
access.
The hall is now occasionally used by Primary Ethics – a not-for-profit body that
organises ethics lessons for non-scripture students in primary schools – for
training teachers. In allowing this, we are supporting an organisation which is
aligned with our own aims and gaining exposure to a community that could
potentially be interested in the TSA.

Conclusion
It has been another challenging year for the small Sydney Community and
Focus Group team. We aspire to keep improving our services, facilities and
events to attract more members to our Community, and it has been encouraging
to see some of our ‘long lost’ friends coming along and re-connecting with us.
The highlights of the year were undoubtedly the Lieder concert and the 75th
Anniversary celebration; two very special occasions. Thank you to all of our
loyal members, friends and willing volunteers – and, not least, the TSA Office
staff – for your ongoing support.

Emmy Hoffmann
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HOMES FOR THE AGED
A new Vision for TTHA has been established as part of its Strategic Planning
process. This Vision, along with the full Strategic Plan, was approved by the
TSA Regional Council on the 26th July this year. Our Vision states that:

“The elderly in our community feel valued, respected, can achieve their
aspirations, and enjoy a fulfilling life.”

Very few people go into Residential Aged Care by choice. It generally represents
the final stage of a person’s life and involves dislocation from everything and
potentially everyone familiar. It often means moving from a house to a room,

being surrounded by people in the same or worse physical and/or mental
condition than themselves. It’s tough!

Historically, Aged Care has been about the clinical and nutritional well-being
of residents. Feed, maintain personal hygiene, manage the medication and
keep residents safe! This approach supports the notion that Aged Care is akin
to ‘God’s waiting room’. It needn’t and shouldn’t be like this.

Our new Vision attempts to set the foundation for an approach that preserves
the dignity and self-worth of our Residents through the way their care needs

are delivered and the way in which their daily lives are enriched with activities
and options. It implies a cheerful and welcoming environment for Residents
and their families and friends; not like a hospital or institution, nevertheless
with the facilities available to cope with a Resident’s declining health. It implies
choice. So what do we plan to do to ‘live our Vision’?

Goal 1: Modernise our Bayswater location. Both the Tabulam and
Altersheim buildings are in excess of forty years old. Whilst structurally
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sound, both buildings cannot provide the requirements that potential
residents and their families demand these days, ie single rooms with
separate bathrooms. We plan to build a new 53-bed wing in front of

Altersheim linking into the Warrina building. Altersheim upper will
be renovated to provide low care respite services. We are currently
investigating the viability of converting the Tabulam building into serviced
apartments. These plans are only possible as a consequence of the

strong financial performance of TTHA over the past few years, giving us
the cash flow and, more importantly, the confidence to undertake this
renewal program. The modernised site will focus on facilities for ILU and

Aged Care Residents alike, with a dedicated theatre, a 7 day a week café
with much greater capacity than present, better staff amenities, private

family rooms, extra dining and private dining facilities and so on. Though
it won’t be a ‘Hilton Hotel’, it will maintain its homely feel. We are also

in the final stages of reaching agreement with the TSA to purchase the
land upon which TTHA resides from the TSA. The agreement will involve
a significant up-front cash payment and two future payments.

Goal 2: Expand our Home Care Packages. The government actively
encourages the elderly to stay in their homes for as long as possible.

Their motivation is financial, but ultimately this is a good thing. Supporting
people in their homes must, on average, be better for the individual
than entering Residential Aged Care. We currently have 141 packages

available, covering a wide part of Melbourne at support levels 2, 3 and
4. In February 2017 the system becomes deregulated and we plan to be
in a position to expand our services in this area.
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Goal 3: Collaboration. Reducing the funding of Aged Care is the temptation
of all federal governments under fiscal pressure. The current government

is no different and has, in its last budget, announced measures that
will challenge us. TTHA is fortunate that it has its Independent Living

Units, Home Care Packages and Residential Aged Care. Many facilities
that are much smaller than us will struggle to be viable. It is our plan to

identify opportunities to collaborate with like-minded homes to deliver
economies of scale and, where possible, to use the base we have to
fill in the gaps other CALD (Culturally and Linguistically Diverse) homes
can’t provide.

Goal 4: Client focused and cultural appropriate care. TTHA has a rich
cultural history and we are very conscious of preserving this. Indeed, we
see this as a competitive advantage. We currently have about 80% of

those in Residential Aged Care with German as their first language. Our
research shows a large and ageing German population in Melbourne
and we aim to capture as much of this as possible. I regularly hear
that TTHA is ‘de-germanising’ the Home. I can’t stop rumours, but I

can say clearly that this is not the case. We continue to maintain the

International Volunteer Program with a new group having arrived in early
August. We have a number of other German-speaking volunteers who

interact daily with our Residents. Whilst we have lost a few Germanspeaking staff, we do endeavour to employ bilingual staff when possible.

Our Weihnachtsmarkt is the centrepiece of our external promotion of our
cultural background. Our relationships with the AGWS and the TSA have
never been stronger.
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Goal 5: People, Service and Quality Delivery. We will continue to focus on
developing a professional and culturally sensitive workforce and provide

the relevant training to enable this. We see our International and Local
Volunteers as fundamentally important to our success and will continue
to value and nurture this.

Goal 6: Contemporary Governance. By now, I suspect that most people
have understood and appreciated the necessity to transform TTHA
over the past five or so years. That is not saying our predecessors did

a bad job, but times change and we operate today in a complex and
challenging regulatory and statutory environment that requires control
and continuous focus. For example, we face a full accreditation audit
in August. Robust governance at the Board and Management levels is
critical to our ongoing existence and I know there are some who think

we are too financially focused, but I can assure you that being so is
mandatory to deliver the future we want for TTHA.

We know that we have much to do and significant room for improvement.

The Strategic Plan now gives us the framework and alignment with the TSA
on the path forward. To have this Plan completed and approved is a great
achievement, as it has been on the agenda for a number of years.

We have faced many challenges this year, such as significant staff turnover late

last calendar year and early in 2016. In replacing experienced people comes
a loss of history and knowledge, so if there is something being overlooked
please mention it. It may have fallen between the cracks.
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We saw the departure of Cheryl Young after many years of service with TTHA.

We thank Cheryl for her service, condolences for the loss of her husband to
illness and wish her all the very best for her relocation to Swan Hill.

I would like to thank the Management and Staff of TTHA for their hard work
and efforts during the last year. The compassion our Residents receive is
wonderful to see.

Finally, I would like to thank my fellow Board members for the hard work and
excellent progress we have achieved on many complex and difficult topics.

Paul English
Chairman
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Bericht des Gebiets- und Gemeindeleiters über die Entwicklung der
Tempelgesellschaft in Deutschland e.V. seit der Mitgliederversammlung am 3.
Oktober 2015

Der Gemeindebetrieb verlief im Berichtszeitraum in den gewohnten Bahnen:
1. Der Ältestenkreis, bestehend aus Dr Brigitte Hoffmann, Peter Lange,

Wolfgang Blaich sowie Karin und Jörg Klingbeil, trifft sich monatlich, um
die Gottesdienste und den Sprecherdienst zu organisieren. Bislang konnte

der monatliche Turnus mit zwei Gottesdiensten, einem Saalgottesdienst am
Nachmittag und einer Morgenfeier, im Wesentlichen aufrechterhalten werden,
von der Urlaubszeit einmal abgesehen. Eine Verringerung der Frequenz wird

hin und wieder diskutiert. Das gemeinsame Mittagessen nach der Morgenfeier
findet weiterhin guten Zuspruch. Die Teilnehmerzahl bei den Gottesdiensten
liegt bei durchschnittlich rund 15 Personen; neue Teilnehmer sind selten.

Immerhin kommen zu den "Großveranstaltungen" Tempelgründungstag,
Dankfest und Weihnachtsfeier weitaus mehr Teilnehmer (>60).

Der Ältestenkreis bereitet auch das jährliche Gemeindeseminar vor, das in der
Regel im Frühjahr, seit einigen Jahren auf dem Schönblick bei Schwäbisch

Gmünd, stattfindet. An dem diesjährigen Seminar (20.-22. Mai 2016) zum

Thema „Religion und Gewalt“ haben auch der Tempelvorsteher Mark Herrmann

und seine Ehefrau Marianne teilgenommen; Mark hat darüber in der letzten
Ausgabe der Warte (Heft Juli/August 2016) berichtet.

Damit ist das Stichwort für eine weitere wesentliche Aufgabe des Ältestenkreises
gegeben: Die redaktionelle Arbeit an der Warte, für die eigene Beiträge
erstellt oder ggf. Artikel von Fremdautoren verwendet werden (zum Beispiel
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aus 'Publik-Forum'). Bisher konnte ein monatlicher Erscheinungsturnus (mit

Ausnahme der Juli/August-Ausgabe) und der Umfang von jeweils 16-20 Seiten
durchgehalten werden.

Ein Konfirmandenunterricht fand 2016 mangels Nachfrage leider nicht statt.
Einige Mitglieder des Ältestenkreises engagieren sich außerdem im Bund für

Freies Christentum, dem die Tempelgesellschaft als korporatives Mitglied
angehört und dessen Geschäftsstelle (im Büro der TGD) von Karin Klingbeil

geleitet wird. Die diesjährige Jahrestagung des Bundes findet am 28.-30.

Oktober 2016 in der Evangelischen Akademie Hofgeismar unter dem Titel
„Glaube und Vernunft in den Weltreligionen“ statt; an der Tagung nehmen

auch Mitglieder des Ältestenkreises teil. Drei jährliche Regionaltreffen des
Bundes im Raum Stuttgart finden im Gemeindehaus statt; darüber hinaus trifft
sich hin und wieder ein „Freier theologischer Arbeitskreis“ des Bundes zum
Gedankenaustausch in Privaträumen der Teilnehmer.

2. Die Gebietsleitung der Tempelgesellschaft, bestehend aus Ludwig

Beilharz, Jürgen Henker, Karin und Jörg Klingbeil, Kerstin Kloß, Jörg

Struve und Sven Wessner, trifft sich in etwa zweimonatlichem Abstand,

um vor allem organisatorische Angelegenheiten, Baumaßnahmen am
Gemeindehaus,Investitionen, Friedhofsangelegenheiten, Jugendarbeit und

Gemeindeveranstaltungen zu besprechen. Die Protokolle gehen auch der
TSA zu. Besonders zu erwähnen ist im Berichtszeitraum auch die von der

Verwaltung vorbereitete Gruppenreise der Tempelgesellschaft nach Israel vom
1.-17. April 2016, die von Karin Klingbeil und Dr Jakob Eisler geleitet wurde

und an der neben drei Mitgliedern der TGD-Gebietsleitung auch etliche TSA-
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Mitglieder teilgenommen haben. Ein Rückblick von Dr Cornelia Mahler geb.
Klink findet sich in der Warte vom Juni 2016.

3. Die Jugendarbeit ist trotz einiger Angebote im Berichtszeitraum (z.B. Besuch
von Freizeitparks und Zoo) weiterhin nur auf wenig Resonanz gestoßen. Ein

Sommerferienlager kam aus diesem Grund 2016 leider auch nicht zustande.
Jedoch fand im Frühjahr 2016 eine Israelreise mit sieben Jugendlichen statt,
die von Kerstin Kloß und Jörg Struve geleitet wurde (siehe Rückblick in der Mai-

Warte 2016). An der Gemeindefreizeit (27.-29 Mai 2016) in der Jugendherberge
Überlingen haben mehrere junge Familien mit kleinen Kindern teilgenommen;
wir hoffen, dass daraus weitere Begegnungen und Aktivitäten erwachsen.

4. Als Gemeindeveranstaltungen im Berichtszeitraum sind – in chronologischer
Reihenfolge – zu erwähnen:

• Lichtbildervortrag von Sabine Schermer geb. Beilharz am 16. Oktober 2015
über ihre Teilnahme an der Allgäu-Orient-Rallye (siehe auch Rückblick in
der Dezember-Warte 2015);
• Konzerte mit Heloise Palmer am 1. November 2015 und am 1. Mai 2016;
• Konzert mit Rumi Hornung und Irina Hornung-Feucht am 13. März 2016;
• Konzert mit der Band Ro2 am 23. April 2016 (Hits der 60er und 70er Jahre);
• Gemeindefreizeit 27.-29. Mai 2016 in der Jugendherberge Überlingen (siehe
oben und Rückblick von Hanna Thaler in der Warte Juli/August 2016); auch
an dieser Veranstaltung haben Mark und Marianne Herrmann teilgenommen;
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• Lichtbildervortrag von Dr Reinhard Erös (Kinderhilfe Afghanistan) am 3. Juni
2016 über die aktuelle Situation in Afghanistan;
• das schon traditionelle Sommerfest am 23. Juli 2016 auf der Dachterrasse
des Gemeindehauses mit über zwanzig Teilnehmern (Grillabend).
Eine weitere Gemeindefreizeit wird am 23.-25. September 2016 bei unseren
Mitgliedern Christl und Rolf Hänel stattfinden, die im Allgäu ein Gästehaus
betreiben.

5. Der Bastelkreis unter Leitung von Rumi Hornung hat sich auch im
Berichtszeitraum durchschnittlich einmal im Monat getroffen, um seine
kunsthandwerklichen Produkte für die Basare im Gemeindehaus (am

Tempelgründungstag und beim Dankfest) sowie insbesondere für den

Degerlocher Nikolausmarkt herzustellen. Am 5. Dezember 2015 wurde dort
der – vor allem von Ingrid Lange – liebevoll geschmückte Stand erneut mit dem

ersten Preis ausgezeichnet; erstmals kam dabei die von Rainer Kloß gebaute
neue Holzhütte zum Einsatz.

6. Hinsichtlich der arbeitsintensiven Tätigkeit von Peter Lange im Archiv kann

auf die regelmäßige Berichterstattung in der Warte verwiesen werden. Peter hat
das Arbeitsgebiet des Archivs mittlerweile durch umfangreiche genealogische
Forschungsarbeiten erweitert und steht in intensivem Erfahrungsaustausch

mit anderen Familienforschern. Da ich seit Mai 2016 im Ruhestand bin, wird
Peter seit einigen Wochen in der Archivarbeit durch mich unterstützt.

7. Die Mitgliederzahl hat im Berichtszeitraum leider weiter abgenommen: Seit
der Mitgliederversammlung am 3. Oktober 2015 bis heute sind zwei Mitglieder
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verstorben (Heide-Roswitha Seidlitz am 4. Dezember 2015 und Ruth Täuber am
14. April 2016), zwei Mitglieder sind ausgetreten (Ella und Hartmann Mutschlechner

am 25. Juli 2016). Dem steht ein Neueintritt (Wolfgang Rehmert am 23. Mai 2016)
gegenüber. Die TGD weist somit derzeit einen Stand von 123 Mitgliedern auf (die
im letzten Jahr mitgeteilte Mitgliederzahl 129 enthielt einen Rechenfehler).

Jörg Klingbeil
Gebietsleiter
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The Directors met at six Board meetings during the year. Interstate Director
Peter Leszinsky participated at these meetings via conference telephone. John
Maddock, TSA Administration Manager, also attended all Board meetings in
his capacity as Company Secretary.
At the 2015 AGM (with Regional Council as members), Peter Leszinsky and
Dietmar Jürgensen were re-elected for 3-year terms.
The Directors re-elected Wolfgang Frank as Chairman and Peter Leszinsky
as Vice-Chairman. Other Directors were Mark Herrmann, Dietmar Jürgensen,
Hermann Sawatzky and Paul English.
Hermann Sawatzky resigned as a Director in early 2016, and was replaced by
Marcus English effective August 2016. Marcus’ appointment is until the AGM
in 2017.
The Board is currently seeking additional Directors to provide for succession
planning, as three existing Directors have each served on the Board for in
excess of 15 years. As Chairman of TSAL, I also attended monthly Regional
Council meetings during the year.

Financials and Investments
The financial markets were very volatile during the year, reflecting numerous
global issues: weak commodity prices (iron ore, gold and oil), declining
manufacturing output in China, low global economic growth, easing of money
supply by central banks and negative or near zero interest rates in many
developed countries.
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The ASX200 (Australian share market benchmark) index declined from 5455
as at 1 July 2015 to 5233 as at 30 June 2016, a 4% decline. This follows a
meagre 1.2% increase the previous year.
As at 30 June 2016 our share portfolio had a market value of $1.55m whilst the
complete investment portfolio (cash, shares, income securities, commercial
and residential property, excluding TSA community assets) totalled $6.7m.
Since 30 June 2016, the financial markets have recorded a steady increase.
With interest rates (Reserve Bank Cash Rate) declining to an all-time low
of 1.5% pa, there has been a decrease in our interest income as maturing
deposits were re-invested at lower rates. The current interest rate environment
is expected to continue into next year given overall local and global economic
issues. Accordingly, some further share investments were made during the
year to improve our overall yield (dividends plus franking credits), albeit volatile
markets and high entry multiples resulted in a cautious strategy.
TSAL continues to look for appropriate investments which generate a stable
and sustainable yield, including potential industrial property. With the tenant
vacating our Moorabbin factory, it is proposed to sell this property given its
age.
As a revaluation of the property portfolio was undertaken during 2012/2013
there has been no change to existing valuations.
For the 2016/2017 financial year, the Board has recommended and Regional
Council has approved a budget deficit of $398k, which compares to a budget
surplus of $561k last year. The latter included a one-off bequest of $950k
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which, if excluded, results in a normalised deficit budget of $388k. Employee
salaries account for 50% of expenses. Major non-operational costs included
in the current budget are: Bayswater tree removal costs, Chapel improvements
and Sydney disabled toilets. Whilst ongoing deficits of this magnitude are
not sustainable at current income levels, it is also important that our ageing
facilities continue to be maintained at a reasonable standard.
Accordingly, the finalisation of the TTHA land issue is important to the finances
of TSA/TSAL.

TTHA
Through his dual role as Chairman of TTHA and as a TSAL Director, Paul
English provided regular updates on the financial performance and operational
matters of TTHA. As Chairman of TSAL, I participated in the TSA/TSAL subcommittee dealing with the TTHA land issue.

Personal Loans and Deposits
TSAL welcomes any new/increased deposits or any loan applications from
TSA members.
Sincere thanks go to my fellow honorary Directors and John Maddock for their
professionalism, dedication and continuing support in our efforts to manage
the TSA’s financial matters and affairs responsibly and in the best interests of
TSA and its members.

Wolfgang Frank
Chairman
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The group started up after last year’s AGM with Moni Imberger as leader,
Annie Beilharz, Lisa Beilharz, Ursula Paton, Ashleigh Rutowicz and Suzy Ware
as members. In addition, Martina Eaton often attended our meetings to help
us plan activities and also to report to us on her work.
With many more volunteers offering their services to CHAMPION, and with
Martina now able to delegate some of the day-to-day duties in running it to the
newly-appointed coordinator, Jacinta Aulsebrook, it became clear the ins and
outs of managing CHAMPION could no longer just be held in Martina’s head,
but that certain things like written policies and procedures and orientation
packs for volunteers were needed. This led to the formation of the CHAMPION
Interest Group, whose role it is, in part, to formalise these things. When Martina
reports to the group she covers her work, presents statistics regarding the use
of CHAMPION and reports on meetings of the Interest Group.
Apart from overseeing Martina’s work, and hence CHAMPION, the group has
organised a number of activities, some of which were well supported and
others of which didn’t attract much interest. There was a BBQ after last year’s
September service to raise money for Frontier Services; some members of the
group helped with the CHAMPION silent auction at Sommerfest; workshops
were organised to clarify the financial intricacies of entering aged care, the one
in Bayswater being particularly well attended. Only a few people attended the
tree planting day and the family violence discussion evening, and there was
not enough interest in barefoot bowls for this activity to go ahead.
This has made the current group decide to survey TSA members to ask what
role you would like to see the Welfare Focus Group play. Our budget covers
the Community Care Worker’s and the CHAMPION Support Worker’s wages.
Organising Telelink was once part of our role, but this is now run without input
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from the group. What focus should welfare activities have, to whom should
they be directed, when should they be held and what would be interesting?
Are there things you would like to see us doing that are not already being done
by others? We hope our survey will be ready to send out with the October
edition of Templer Talk.
Over the year we had Moni needing to withdraw due to health reasons. She
and Annie are both retiring now after a number of years’ service. If you have
ideas for the group, please make yourselves known to us. We would welcome
nominations to join the group. We have the possibility to co-opt people who
would like to make a contribution, or if you just want to pass on some ideas
that would be great, too.

											 Ursula Paton

During the reporting year there have been a host of member visits (to people’s
homes, TTHA and other nursing homes, hospitals and rehabilitation facilities)
and a range of events undertaken for the TSA community, including: Italian
Cooking Masterclass, Carers’ Support Dinner, Scrapbooking and Card-making
day, Women’s Pamper Day, Men’s Advance, Frauenverein Mother’s Day lunch
and outing to Cranbourne Botanical Gardens, Knox Community Space photo
frame decorating day, a Christmas toy/gift drive for CHAMPION, as well as a
Silent Auction fundraiser.
CHAMPION continues to grow, with new people attending every week to
receive food assistance, budgeting help, advocacy, debt advice, housing and
employment assistance, as well as emotional support. On average, we assisted
120 people (with 12 new clients) per month. The introduction of Jacinta as the
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Support Worker has allowed me to focus on spending more time, one-on-one,
with clients at CHAMPION. People come from far and wide and CHAMPION
has gained a good name – for helping anyone in need and for thinking outside
the square when assisting – amongst other services and within the community.
Jacinta has been in her position for over a year now, and continues to spread
the CHAMPION name throughout the Bayswater community. As a result, we
have made excellent connections with the local Rotary Club, Bendigo Bank
and many Bayswater businesses that regularly provide food donations and
fundraising items. Thank you also to Alchester Village Bakery (bread) and
Second Bite (fruit and vegetables) for their continued support.
The CHAMPION Interest Group was started early in 2016 under the leadership
of Anne Wied, with other members being Hayley Verhagen, Susi Richter and
Jutta Goetze. I thank them for their commitment and the behind-the-scenes
work they contribute to growing CHAMPION in a sustainable way. I would also
like to take the opportunity to thank our amazing volunteers, who all help in
whatever capacity they can. We are always most grateful for more volunteers.
Last Christmas we held a toy/gift drive through CHAMPION, which saw a
large number of families receive assistance with items for their children, some
very generous donations of money and petrol/food gift cards. These were
distributed to those in need over the Christmas and summer holiday period.
This was a HUGE undertaking and we greatly appreciated the support from
the community.
This financial year will see workshops/classes for TSA members and
CHAMPION clients who may benefit from acquiring some skills (job readiness,
time management, self-esteem building and healthy cooking on a budget).
Other initiatives are still being planned.
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Telelink continues to operate successfully, through the fantastic work of Erika
Christian as the facilitator. Thank you, Erika, for your ongoing commitment
and cheerful voice each fortnight.
One change I must report on is my role when visiting TTHA. With the direct
care needs of residents being the responsibility of the Home, I will now be
focusing on pastoral care, practical and emotional support, counselling and
advocacy. Please contact me whenever you would like a visit and I will be
happy to see you.
I look forward to working with and catching up with as many of you as I can.
As always, my priority is seeing and spending time with you; our conversations
always remain confidential.

											Martina Eaton
									Community Care Worker
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Playgroup continues to enjoy good attendance, but may lose a few kids at the
end of the year to kindergarten, so we are planning to do another flyer drop in
term 4. Thank you to Sharon for her great work here.
Many good activities have been planned by Susi, with varying attendance
levels. Sometimes activities need to be cancelled due to a lack of numbers,
however, good reports are received when they go ahead. It is a challenge
to get many people pre-booking for activities, so it can involve last minute
chasing up to get sufficient numbers to proceed.
Monthly Kaleidoscope youth group activities on Friday/Saturday nights have
varying numbers attending, but is ‘holding on’ for the time being. Many of
the 2015 Confirmation group are getting quite busy with school and job
commitments, so are attending less often. There are still not many younger
(11-year old and older) kids attending, other than a couple of regulars.
The question of whether to focus more on the local community in offering a
youth program still needs to be answered and thought through by the Youth
Focus Group. Some guidance from RC may be sought.
Susi has indicated that she will be retiring from the position of Community
Youth Coordinator in the next three years; thus succession planning is in
progress. I would like to thank her for her dedication and enthusiasm, and to
all the members of the Focus Group.

Beate Kuerschner
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FOCUS GROUP
MEMBERS
COMMUNICATION
AND PROMOTION

The Temple Society
Australia is assisted
through the year by
groups of dedicated
individuals - our Focus
Groups.

Marcus Weber (Leader)
Kirsten Lubitz
Paul Blaich

We would like to
acknowledge the time,
effort and energy
that you bring to your
involvement.

Renate Beilharz
Angela Woodburn
(Support Worker)
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FOCUS GROUP
MEMBERS
HERITAGE &
CULTURE

ELDERS
Renate Weber (Leader)

Doris Frank (Leader)

Annette Wagner-Hesse

Dot Ware

Annie Beilharz

Edith Kuhnle

Christa Lingham
Christine Ruff
Geoff McCallum
Harald Ruff
Hennig Imberger
Hermann Ralph Uhlherr
Herta Uhlherr
Ingrid Turner
Irene Bouzo
Jessica Blackwell
Mark Herrmann
Peter Uhlherr
Renate Beilharz
Theo Richter
Ulrich Asenstorfer
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FOCUS GROUP
MEMBERS
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

SOCIAL &
RECREATION

Winfried Beilharz (Leader)

Heinz Wagner (Leader)

John Maddock

Jon Breisch

Manfred Weller

Lis Wennagel

Peter Leszinsky

Mieka Decker

Peter Ware
Tony Beilharz
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FOCUS GROUP
MEMBERS
SYDNEY
COMMUNITY

TEMPLE SOCIETY
AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Emmy Hoffmann (Leader)

Wolfgang Frank (Chairman)
Peter Leszinsky
(Vice-Chairman)

Anneliese Hoffmann
Bev Leszinsky

Dietmar Jürgensen

Ingrid Turner

Hermann Sawatzky

Kirrily Simmer

Mark Herrmann

Peter Leszinsky

Paul English

Jan Johnson (Support Worker)

John Maddock
(Company Secretary)
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FOCUS GROUP
MEMBERS
WELFARE

YOUTH

Ursula Paton (Leader)

Beate Kuerschner (Leader)

Annie Beilharz

James Kemper

Ashleigh Rutowicz

Karyn Campbell

Lisa Beilharz

Sven Stefanac

Moni Imberger
Susi Richter

Suzy Ware

(Community Youth Coordinator)
Martina Eaton
(Community Care Worker)
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